INSTITUTE BLAMED FOR UNEMPLOYMENT BY PRES. COMPTON

Speaks At 5:35 Political Rally With Ex-Mayor Curley Of Boston
LEWIS, CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR, ALSO SPEAKS
Judge Miles Speaks For Bacon; Says Issue Between Men, Not Part.

"The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the similar institutions which have increased technological unemployment should be blamed for creating the condition," declared President Eli T. Compton opening his speech at the political rally held by the $15 Club last night in Room 5-200.

"Platform, candidates, and opinions alike," he said, "are not things which can be decided by mathematical formulas. The success of the democratic form of government depends on the people's interest in the affairs of the government, and in their desire of the right of the franchise.

"A democracy is based on the assumption that the majority should rule--(Continued on Page 4)

MANUFACTURE OF ARMS

SUSPECTED OF DEBATE

Negotiating Of Debating Society Is Next Thursday
A debate on the topic that "the state should have a monopoly on the manufacture of arms and munitions" will feature the meeting of the Debating Society as Thursday, November 1, at 4:30 in the West Lounge of Walker Memorial.

Two speakers will each uphold one of the discussed sides, and an open forum will follow.

Debate with other colleges, both Harvard and Vassar are being arranged. The schedule thus far is:

December 2, Freshmen teams, Holy Cross and Vassar teams.

"Do I Ain't So Tough, Eh?"

COACH OSCAR HELDLUND QUALIFIES AS EXPERT
If Coach Oscar Helldund could make race horse selections as well as he predicted the Field Day results he would not have to coach much longer. Helldund dropped his score for the first time last Thursday and was asked how he thought people would view his work. Well, he took out a pencil, wrote down the five events, the points they were worth, and when thought would win them. His score sheet showed the field winning only one event and the gloveright, giving the Sophomore a 9-4 victory. Friday each event was won exactly as Helldund predicted.

MINORAH SOCIETY HEARS BRASLAVSKY

Jewish Symphony Leader Talks On Music, Madison Quartet Plays

With Professor Braslavsky, conductor of the Jewish Symphony Orches-
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REST FOR THE WEARY
A FRESHMAN-COMMONS ROOM

There has always been a distinct shortage of facilities at Technology for lounging and education during drinking hours. With the Margaret Cheney Room and graduate students in the pure sciences have the only suitable room for this purpose. Few students have no place to rest or indulge in leisurely conversation except the hall of Fisk Memorial. While most of us can endure this privation without undue suffering, it would be especially desirable for the freshman who has no lounging place or common room of their own. Here they could more easily become acquainted with each other in the different parts of the school year and could find succor from the forbidding austerity of the long factory-like hall and the sequestered classrooms. All that is needed is a suitable room located in the main buildings, with a few easy chairs and sofas, a table, and radio or victrola, to create a more home-like atmosphere for the new students.

It so happens that there is a room in Building Two, where most of the freshmen’s classes meet, which would be ideal for this purpose and is now being made suitable by the deplorable waste of some 5000 square feet of floor space. The room is 253, a large, airy, sunlit chamber which has been maintained as a branch library for the Division of General Studies but which was closed on account of curtailment in that aspect of the buildings. The room is well-lighted and has a ceiling height more than twice as large as the rest of the rooms of the building. All that is needed is some furniture to transform it into a useful and comfortable student-commissioned room for the freshman class.

The MAKER’S PAW
FIEA. WAGE REDUCTIONS

A MONG measures instituted by the present government for the relief of a nation whose living standard had been badly hit by unprecedented inflation, has been the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. This administration was the logical outgrowth of the demand for doing away with unemployment. Wherever an industry was otherwise could not attend to its own tasks. This is the usual, a type of subsistence as can be found if it creates a larger number of trained men that would otherwise be available, with resulting benefit to the community.

While as long as present wages and unemployment conditions exist, we consider that any wage-dropping aid to the man who is otherwise unemployed. However, objections which have been directed to policies of this nature are even more unwarranted because they are based on insufficient grounds and emperil the whole concept of the war effort.

The M. T. chapter of the National Students League has stated that the administration will not suspend all FIEA. workers on the campus in order to protest against the act of wage reduction bringing the rate down to thirty cents per hour. This reduction was ordered by the government in the administration of the FIEA and did not originate from Institute authorities.

The maximum amount allowed to each student remains the same, but to get a student work longer hours. The N. S. L. claims that for work of such a skilled nature as these students do, a higher wage should be paid to them. In their weekly allowance.

The act to occur to this point of view is that jobs now held by FIEA. workers would not be available if the government, that were students to obtain outside work on their own hook they should be paid at least thirty cents per hour. The money provided by the FIEA does not influence right to the right to earn in plain language is considerable of a gift.

It is doubtful whether the National Students League will receive much backing from FIEA. workers because for most of them know that they are not being paid a fair wage. This means that their work is of necessity and it is impossible to expect that the money provided by the FIEA. does not influence right to the right to earn in plain language is considerable of a gift.

It is doubtful whether the National Students League will receive much backing from FIEA. workers because for most of them know that they are not being paid a fair wage. They are working because the Quiddiments have already done with the decreasing number of beards and their minds.

The whole matter has been brought previously upon the floor of Congress for 1940 showing that only 20% of the population.

The usual generous supply of evidence to the contrary, The Federal Emergency Relief Administration, to the current issue, with a variety of ways Tab in the "Trend of Affairs."

B. R. O.

UNDERGRADUATE NOTICE

Tickets for the Fisk game are available at 1933 prices, 25 cents. 100 and 1.65.

The FRESHMAN-COMMONS ROOM

The FRESHMAN-COMMONS-room is a rendezvous to FRESHMEN activities and events. Tuesday, Information will be greater than any which are offered to FRESHMEN, the Memorial, or at University 1930.

Fraternity social events assumed a mixed aspect during the last week, and the usual formal dances and private gatherings were held on the dockets. Attendance of the fraternity offered a new aspect to the usual social events. The H. B. Club held the first of its regular affairs, No. 1 Club, on Saturday evening held a calling hour. This event was highlighted by the popular figure of the FRES. This was to be the finest hour the house had seen. The gobs and gobs or people who attended the U. S. A. salter dinner on Friday evening, held a table turning, a subject much discussed during the past week. The U. S. A. bravely turned in a night of other diversions, and equally brave were the conventional games appeal to the brave and the adventurous. One who could play the game of "roll, the ball, and live forever."
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Soccer Eleven At Last Scores; Freshman Schedule Is Cancelled

Breaking into the scoring column but still not quite coming opposite its object, the varsity soccer team has at last broken a jinx which followed the team throughout the first part of last season and threatened to do so again this year; the goal in that period which kept the Tech team in the lead for nearly the first half of the game was the first score this team has registered in two seasons. Dartmouth managed to score two goals in the second period and the second, which caused the delay of Tech 4 to 1, but the team has at last proved it can score. Now all the team needs is a victory and we expect that they will pay off and the team raised a great deal in the last game.

It is not exactly known who scored the Beaver goal but both Cheng and Winterski deserve credit for at last breaking the jinx. Manager Harden states that Cheng scored the goal and there is a doubt as to which one actually did. These are the kind of games, to be consisently lost but for a few breaks, they would have scored against Tech. In instances, the ball beheaded the goal posts and was actually missed by just this small margin. A continued show of the spirit showed in this game, we should have seen the accror eleven one of the greater winning representatives being produced.

The freshman soccer eleven has been disbanded entirely. The schedule was cancelled because of the failure of a few upperclassmen to enroll for this team. The Technology lineup for this team included: Gary, p.; Fordsby, r.d.; J. Klippert, g., Benia, r.b.; Baker, t.; Easley, c.; Allen, U.d.; A. Shannon, s.; Cheng, l.l.; Winterski, l.r.; Blunden, s.r.; Batiste, K.; Crum, t.; Trewartha, and Wulzakich.

SOPHOMORES WIN GRIDIRON CONTEST

Superior Experience Defeats Fighting Freshman

Sophomores proved too much for the freshman football team last Friday: the former could count on the arrival of the Sophomore the Sophomore squad functioned smoothly from the opening play while their rivals did themselves till the last half. It is not to be thought, however, that the Sophomores played like a one-sided affair. The fresh game the second year men a stiff battle up to the final whistle as shown by the fact that, with a few minutes to the last, they were right abreast and second their only touchdowns.

End Place was the third source of gains for the Sophomore squad. Both their touchdowns were scored sweeping and run by Joe Heal, who was helped respectfully by his interference. Most of the second year squad's passes were completed to John Essley, who, for his weight and long reach made it easy for him to jump up to them. He played on an exceptionally good game as center and fullback. Unfortunately, T. C. A. Expresses Thanks

T. C. A. wishes to take this opportunity to thank all those students who by their efforts and sacrifice has contributed to the success of the Athletic program for speeches, articles, contributions, and assistance in every way.

BAD WEATHER HINDERS TENNIS TOURNAMENT

The tennis team has been struggling along slowly. Though the third round was scheduled for this week, ill weather and lack of interest have retarded their progress. The second round is now being completed. It is hoped that the weather will be suitable for playing matches immediately if the tournament is to be completed.

HANDICAP MEET FOR TRACK TEAM SATURDAY

Track men of the Institute of Technology will be introduced to a new type of meet when they compete in a kilometer handicap meet on Tech. Field, Saturday afternoon, November 8. For every entry in each event a slip containing some handicap will be made out, and all the slips will be drawn from a hat. Just before the event each contestant will draw a handicap, and the contestant whose handicap slip will be for the event. Naturally, the contestant with the least handicap will be the winner.

The draw will be held in Miss Gates' last Friday evening. AD No. 20-25, 1932-33.

For your tickets and of course will be issued to those students who have not purchased one as they work on the machines. For every entry in each event a slip containing some handicap will be made out, and all the slips will be drawn from a hat. Just before the event each contestant will draw a handicap, and the contestant whose handicap slip will be for the event. Naturally, the contestant with the least handicap will be the winner.

The draw will be held in Miss Gates' last Friday evening. AD No. 20-25, 1932-33.

For your tickets and of course will be issued to those students who have not purchased one as they work on the machines.
GYM TEAM OUTLOOK
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"Masque" Offers Prize To Writer

Any candidates are advised to see Fred Pradl as soon as possible. Since Tech Show depends largely on the new talent drawn from the freshman class, a smoker is scheduled for within the next two weeks to acquaint the new men with the various aspects of this activity. Tryouts for the parts in the show will be held before the end of November. Previous experience is not necessary in many phases of the show according to its directors, so that there is an opening for anyone who is interested. Freshmen particularly are encouraged to come out.

REPEAL OF WAGE CUT

It was agreed that a minimum wage of fifty cents an hour be requested, with further appropriation of Federal funds to make it possible for a student to earn thirty dollars a month instead of fifteen as formerly. It was also proposed that the clause discriminating against part-time students be removed, and the total percentage of FERA workers be raised from twelve to twenty-five per cent of the enrollment.

The National Student League aids in seeking to procure a minimum wage for FERA workers. At the mass meeting Friday afternoon, the proposal will be drafted and action will be taken.

Good Taste!

The world's finest tobaccos are used in Luckies—the "Cream of the Crop"—only the clean center leaves—for the clean center leaves are the mildest leaves—they cost more—they taste better.

Good Taste!

They Taste Better

"It's toasted"

Your throat protection—against irritation—against cough

Cigarettes